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ABSTRACT 

 

Are you looking for educational materials? V Focus Sky Solution’s PDPC is compatible with 21st century 

education. It provides latest syllabus such as KSSR, KSSM and MPEI. It contains all subjects inside. V 

Focus Sky Solution applies beautiful design, pictures, attractive videos and understandable I-Think Map 

to attach students’ attention. As we are fighting against the COVID-19 outbreak, all the schools have been 

closed. To support Movement Control Order (MCO) during this critical period, V Focus Sky Solution had 

been providing free online education for both teachers and students during MCO period. As the time 

change, V Focus Sky Solution has come out an online version, especially for students. The Login Page is 

just like Facebook. After login, you can choose the subject and topic you want. From here, students can 

review back what they have learnt in the school anytime, anywhere. The Ministry of Education is now 

vigorously encouraging the use of Google Classroom for online education. Teacher can prepare the slides 

of V Focus Sky Solution in the Classwork and schedule the date to post, where the students also have the 

benefit to access the slide as well. There will be some questions and assessment which can be assigned to 

the students. By this way, teacher can monitor the progress of students, and consequently, will lead to 

more participation and interaction between teachers and students in Google Classroom. 

 

Keyword: educational material 

 

 

1. INTRODUCTION  
 

V Focus Sky Solution’s PDPC is compatible with 21st century education. It provides latest syllabus such 

as KSSR, KSSM and MPEI. It contains all subjects inside. Interesting, one of the factors that is lost in 

education nowadays. There are many people who wish to learn but not to study. V Focus Sky Solution 

applies beautiful design, pictures, attractive videos and understandable I-Think Map to attach students’ 

attention. Moreover, V Focus Sky Solution not only provide for the information from textbooks, and also 

the exercises which is not inferior than other reference books. Students can study and do revision anytime 

and anywhere by just getting into google classroom to see the classwork materials.  

 

 

2. PROBLEM 
 

2.1. Boring 
 

Interesting, one of the factors that is lost in education nowadays. There are many people who wish to 

learn but not to study. Need to make them knowledgeable but they get lagged due to their marks. It 

should be made as much as fun to study. 
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2.2. The Way of Teaching is Similar to Punishment 
 

It’s like an punishment to go to school and complete homework. Anyone who don’t finish the homework 

will be scolded. This is not learning. Society discriminates people based on their marks. 

 

 

3. SOLVE PROBLEM 
 

3.1. Making Study Fun 
 

V Focus Sky Solution applies beautiful design, pictures, attractive videos and understandable I-  

Think Map to attach students’ attention. 

 

3.2. Offer Free Learning Chances 
 

At the last online version, all students and teachers need to buy the copyright per year so that they can 

watch the slides. But, during the pandemic period, some of the families are facing economic problems.  

They can’t afford the payment for every child. So, V Focus Sky Solution offers the copyright for those 

who have pay the money to share in Google Classroom. 

 

 

4. HOW ITS FUNCTION? 
 

4.1 For Student 
 

After click into RBT FORM 2 2020, we click again into CLASSWORK and show the MATERIAL as 

Figure 1. 

 

 
 

Figure 1. V Focus Sky Solution 

 

4.2. For Teacher 
 

Firstly, switch to the (Classwork). Click (+ Create) then select (Material). Secondly, open the Notepad 

named (GoogleClassroom) provided and copy the title of the topic into Title in the (Material). Thirdly, 

click (Add), then select (Link). From the Notepad named (GoogleClassroom), copy the link which 

identical with the topic you are creating and paste it to the field and click ( Add link ).Fifthly, go to the 

group title in one folder, click on the pull down arrow under (“Topic”) as shown and select (“Create 

topic”), then type in the name of the folder. Sixthly, you can fix which topic you want to post to students 

according to your own timetable using (“Schedule”) under (Post).Seventhly, for initial setup, we will 

advise teacher set it on (31st December) then click on (Schedule). Then, the first topic will appear under 
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(“Classwork”). As this topic has been scheduled in future date, the students are not able to see this until it 

has been posted. Ninthly, now teacher can do preparation one day earlier to reschedule the date and time 

to post the topic to the students according to their timetable. Click on (three dots) and select             

(“Edit”). Tenthly, click on the pull down arrow as shown and select the date and time that you               

want to post, then click on (Schedule). 

 

 

5. QUALITY 
 

The tutorial inside contains syllabus such as KSSM, KSSR and MPEI. V Focus Sky Solution provides 

pleasing picture, attractive video and understandable. I-Think Map to catch students’ attention. All notes 

have been transferred into V Focus Sky Solution. The cost is reasonable and affordable. As an example, 

one reference book costs RM 20, but you have more than 7 subjects. V Focus Sky Solution contains all 

subjects in a package and only cost us RM 120 per year. Last time it cost us RM180 per year. By contrast, 

it really is a good deal. Moreover, V Focus Sky Solution not only provide for the information from 

textbooks, and also the exercises which is not inferior to other reference books.Pointer is provided so the 

students can see clearer when teacher is teaching. 

 

 

6. BENEFITS 
 

Students can study anytime and anywhere by just clicking in google class. Economy problem can be solve 

because the students only need to open in google classroom. All teachers can use this program to teach 

the students when they are having google meet. The price is reasonable than other exercise books. 
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